A Cluster of Four Surface Antigen Genes Specifically Expressed in Bradyzoites, SAG2CDXY, Plays an Important Role in Toxoplasma gondii Persistence
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Toxoplasma gondii is one of the most successful protozoan parasites of warm-blooded animals. Stage-specific expression of its surface molecules is thought to be key to its ability to establish chronic infection in immunocompetent animals. The rapidly dividing tachyzoite stage displays a different subset of family of surface antigen 1 (SAG1)-related sequences (SRSs) from that displayed by the encysted Bradyzoite stage. It is possible that this switch is necessary to protect the Bradyzoites against an immune response raised against the tachyzoite stage. Alternatively, it might be that tachyzoite SRSs evolved to facilitate invasion of different cell types, such as those found in the brain, where cysts develop, or the small intestine, where bradyzoites must enter after oral infection. Here we studied the function of a cluster of four tandem genes, encoding bradyzoite SRSs called SAG2C, -D, -X, and -Y. Using bioluminescence imaging of mice infected with parasites expressing firefly luciferase (FLUC) driven by the SAG2D promoter, we show stage conversion for the first time in living animals. A truncated version of the SAG2D promoter (SAG2Dmin) gave efficient expression of FLUC in both tachyzoites and bradyzoites, indicating that the Bradyzoite specificity of the complete SAG2D promoter is likely due to an element(s) that normally suppresses expression in tachyzoites. Comparing mice infected with the wild type or a mutant where the SAG2CDXY cluster of genes has been deleted (△SAG2CDXY), we demonstrate that whereas △SAG2CDXY parasites are less capable of maintaining a chronic infection in the brain, they do not show a defect in oral infectivity.

The Toxoplasma gondii surface is dominated by a family of glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins related to surface antigen 1 (SAG1) (12). The majority of SAG1-related sequence (SRS) proteins are expressed in a stage-specific manner, such that the tachyzoite surface is dominated by SAG1, SAG2A, SAG3, SRS1, SRS2, SRS3, and several less highly expressed SRSs (16), while the Bradyzoite surface is dominated by SAG2C, SRS9, and SAG4, a molecule not related to the SRS family. Sequence analysis demonstrated that the SRS family is divided into two major branches, the SAG1-like sequence family and the SAG2-like sequence family (12). The precise function of these SRS molecules is unknown, although it is thought that they play an important role in modulating the immune response. SAG1 and SAG2A are immunodominant within the superfamilly and induce a high antibody response early after infection (2, 18). It is unknown if the Bradyzoite-specific SRSs evolved just to be different from their tachyzoite counterparts and hence not recognizable by the strong immune response generated against the tachyzoite SRSs or if they have a more active role. Some of the tachyzoite SRSs have been shown to be involved in attachment (invasion) (7, 11, 17, 20), and so it is possible that Bradyzoite SRSs have a role in attachment to cells in the small intestine, as this is the site where bradyzoites invade after ingestion of a cyst by a host, or attachment to cells in the brain, as this is the site where many Toxoplasma cysts can be found in a chronic infection. Recently, it was reported that one of the major Bradyzoite surface antigens belonging to the SAG1 family, SRS9, plays a role in maintaining parasite persistence in the brain (14). In this study, we sought to determine the function of a cluster of genes, SAG2CDXY, encoding Bradyzoite surface molecules belonging to the SAG2 family. In vivo stage switching was visualized using bioluminescence imaging (BLI) of mice infected with parasites engineered to express firefly luciferase (FLUC) from the full SAG2D promoter. The function of SAG2CDXY was studied by generating knockout parasites expressing FLUC from a constitutive promoter. We concluded that stage switching begins around 9 days after infection and that the SAG2CDXY cluster is important for persistence of cysts in the host.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Parasites. All Toxoplasma strains used in this work were derived from the type II Pruginiaud (Pru) strain, which lacks the hypoxantine-xanthine-guanine-phosphoribosyltransferase gene (HPT) and was a gift from D. Soldati (University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland). For the in vitro luciferase assays, we used the engineered Pruugiiaud strain BSG-4, which lacks HPT and expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of the LDH2 bradyzoite-specific promoter (24). Parasites were maintained in vitro by serial passage on monolayers of human foreskin fibroblasts (HFFs) at 37°C in 5% CO2, as previously described (21). HFFs were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 10% NuSerum (Collaborative Biomedical Products), 2 mM glutamine, 50 μg/ml each of penicillin and streptomycin, and 20 μg/ml gentamicin.
Generation of bioluminescent ∆SAG2CDXY strain. Generation of the Pru ∆hpt/GFP/FLUC strain, expressing GFP from the GRA2 promoter and FLUC from the TUB1 promoter (Pru ∆hpt/GFP/FLUC), has been previously described (14). A ∆SAG2CDXY strain lacking the entire protein coding region for SAG2C, SAG2D, SAG2X, and SAG2Y was created from the Pru ∆hpt/GFP/FLUC strain by double homologous recombination with the pMini-HPT’ knockout vector (kindly provided by D. S. Roos, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia), in which the 2-kb upstream sequence of the SAG2C 5′ untranslated region (5′UTR) and the 2.2-kb downstream sequence of the SAG2Y 3′UTR were placed flanking the HPT-selectable marker, with the latter in inverted orientation relative to the SAG2CDXY genes (see Fig. 2). The primers (including restriction sites) used to PCR clone these flanking sequences from Prugniaud genomic DNA were 5′-CCGGTACCTCGAGGCATCGAGCCGAG-3′ and 5′-GGGCTTCCGCTTACACCTTTTGCATGC-3′ for the HPT 5′-flanking sequence (from downstream of SAG2Y) and 5′-ATAAGAATGCGGCGCCAGAGGAAATAATAGGACAGCCACACA-3′ and 5′-CGGGATCCCTTTTGACCTCCTCCGCCACACTACAGTAAAGAAG-3′ for the HPT 3′-flanking sequence (from upstream of SAG2C). The SAG2CDXY knockout construct was linearized with Ncol, and 10 µg of DNA were used to transform 5 × 10^6 Pru ∆hpt/GFP/FLUC parasites by electroporation (26). After three rounds of lysis of HFFs in selection medium (mycophenolic acid [MPA] 100 µg/ml) and xanthine (50 µg/ml) in a T25 flask, parasites were cloned by limiting dilution. Clones that resulted from a heterologous insertion of the knockout vector were also obtained and used as the heterologous control in subsequent studies.

Generation of DNA constructs with FLUC under the regulation of the SAG2D promoter. The FLUC constructs were designed using the plasmid pTgE2X (23), which has a multicloning site flanked by the promoter and downstream regions of the T. gondii TUB1 constitutive promoter and to place the HPT selectable marker in antisense orientation with respect to the HPT transcription initiation site. The pMini-HPT’ (5), was cloned into the BsaAI site. To the resulting plasmid, pHE2X, we inserted a PCR fragment of the FLUC coding sequence (GenBank accession no. P06865) lacking the final three codons into the NcoI site of the multicloning site, which created the vector PHE2XLUC. As a further modification, the SAG1 3′UTR was replaced by the T. gondii TUB1 3′UTR, using the flanking BamHI sites. The resulting vector, PHE2XLUC, was digested with XhoI and BglII, and ligated for 10 min, and resuspended in 1 ml of PBS. One hundred microliters of this suspension was added to the wells of a 96-well plate containing 100 µl of a 1:10 dilution of luciferin (3 mg ml−1, New England) in PBS. Cysts were counted in all 20 wells by use of an inverted fluorescence microscope. For oral infections, cysts from 1/10 of the brain of a chronically infected mouse were counted and imaged ex vivo. Data acquisition and analysis were performed using LivingImage (Xenogen) software with the IgorPro image analysis package (WaveMetrics, Seattle, WA). rSAG2C, rSAG2X, and rSAG2Y. Recombinant SAG2C (rSAG2C), SAG2X, and SAG2Y were produced in insect cells as secreted proteins by using pAcGP67, a baculovirus expression-construct vector previously described for rSAG1 production (10). Protein coding regions lacking the N- and C-terminal signal and stop codons were amplified by PCR from Prugniaud strain genomic DNA, using the following primers: for SAG2C, 5′-ATCGGATCCCGGAAACTCACTCGATTTC-3′ and 5′-CTACTAGACTAGTGATGCGTGTAGTGATGTTCCCTCCGGAGGTT-3′.
for SAG2X, 5'-ATCGGATCCTCCGTCCCACGACACCCAGTT-3' and 5'-TATCTAGACTGATGGATGATGGATGGTCGTTCACCACCCCGAAG GTG-3'; and for SAG2Y, 5'-ATCGGATCCAAAGCTCCGAGTCCGAGT C-3' and 5'-CTATCTAGACTGATGGATGATGGATGGTCGTTCACC ACCGAAAGTG-3'. All reverse primers encoded a six-His tag. Highly pure proteins were obtained by using nickel agarose beads.

Antiserum against SAG2C, SAG2X, and SAG2Y. Production of mouse antibodies against SAG2C has been described previously (15). Rabbit polyclonal anti-SAG2Y antiserum were raised by intradermal immunization (100 μg of rSAG2Y in complete Freund's adjuvant) followed by four subcutaneous boosts spaced 3 weeks apart (50 μg of rSAG2Y in incomplete Freund's adjuvant [ Covance Research Products]). Peptide-specific antibodies against SAG2X and SAG2Y were raised by immunization with 20 μg of peptide (Ac-CDEGLELHKKPT- EDC/CONH2 and Ac-CAGLQLKRPKED/CONH2, respectively) per mouse in 200 μl of Ribi adjuvant, composed of purified monophosphoryl lipid A and synthetic trehalose dicymocymolate (Corixa). Mice were given four boosts spaced 3 weeks apart with the same Ag preparations. Tail vein blood was allowed to coagulate overnight at 4°C and spun for 5 min at 5,000 × g in a microcentrifuge to collect serum.

Immunofluorescence microscopy. Infected HFFs grown on coverslips were fixed with 3% formaldehyde, permeabilized with 100% ethanol, and blocked with PBS–5% bovine serum albumin–0.2% Triton X-100. Samples were incubated in PBS–3% bovine serum albumin with the indicated anti-parasite antigen antibodies followed by appropriate goat immunoglobulin G (IgG) coupled with Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 594 ( Molecular Probes). Coverslips were mounted on a glass slide with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories), and photographs were taken with CoolSnap Plus software and a 1.85-mm digital camera (model C4742-95; Hamamatsu) connected to an upright (model BX60; Olympus) (magnification, ×1,000) or inverted (model Eclipse TE300; Nikon) (magnification, ×400) fluorescence microscope.

In vitro bradyzoite differentiation. To switch parasites, HFFs were infected with freshly lysed parasites, and after 4 hours, the medium was changed to medium with high pH (8.1) and low serum (1%) and the flask was placed at 37°C with freshly lysed parasites, and after 4 hours, the medium was changed to medium with high pH (8.1) and low serum (1%) and the flask was placed at 37°C with freshly lysed parasites, and after 4 hours, the medium was changed to fresh medium with high pH (8.1) and low serum (1%) and the flask was placed at 37°C.

Result

SAAG2C, -D, -X, and -Y are members of the SAG2 branch of SRS proteins and are expressed in bradyzoites. SAG2C (23.m00152) was predicted to be one of the most highly expressed bradyzoite-specific SRS antigens, based on the relative abundance of expressed sequence tags encoding it. Three closely related genes (named SAG2D [23.m00105], SAG2X [23.m00150], and SAG2Y [23.m00149]) are positioned next to it on chromosome X. In type II strains, such as the Prugniaud strain used here, but not in type I (RH) or III (CTg/CEP) strains, SAG2D has an insertion of an adenosine, causing a frameshift and a premature stop codon, two codons after the insertion, presumably causing this protein to be truncated prematurely (data not shown, but see toxodb.org). To investigate if SAG2Y and SAG2X are expressed, we made antigen-specific antibodies by injecting mice with peptides from SAG2X or -Y corresponding to regions with the least sequence similarity. Western blot analysis demonstrated that antibodies against rSAG2C (15), rSAG2X, and rSAG2Y (Fig. 1A) reacted only to the proteins to which they were raised, with little, if any, detectable cross-reactivity to the other two (Fig. 1B). Although the predicted molecular masses of SAG2Y, -X, and -Y are 30, 31, and 32 kDa, they migrated at ~28, 34, and 38 kDa, respectively. This could be due to protein differences in glycosylation by the insect cells, and indeed, they have one, two, and three predicted N-glycosylation sites, respectively. To determine if SAG2X and SAG2Y are also bradyzoite specific, we performed Western blotting on lysates of switched parasites and indeed detected expression of SAG2X and SAG2Y in bradyzoites but not in tachyzoites (Fig. 1C). To determine if SAG2C, -X, and -Y are expressed at even low levels in tachyzoites (Fig. 1C). Even with this, we were unable to detect any SAG2C, -X, or -Y in the tachyzoite lysates, indicating that expression of these proteins is tightly down-regulated in this developmental stage. This established that besides SAG2C, SAG2Y and SAG2X are also expressed and specific for the bradyzoite stage of Toxoplasma. Interestingly, comparing the SAG2CDXY region from type II strains to the sequence predicted by genomic sequencing of type I or III strains (www.toxodb.org), there is evidence for selection of these proteins, as they have a very high nonsynonymous/synonymous single-nucleotide polymorphism ratio, especially the SAG2C protein (a ratio of 4 for the type II to the type III strain).

Generation of a bioluminescent Toxoplasma Pru ΔSAAG2CDXY strain. Because of the similarity of SAG2C, -X, and -Y, it is possible that knocking out one of them would have little, if any, effect because the others would still provide full function. We therefore decided to remove the complete SAG2CDXY region by homologous recombination. This was done in a type II strain expressing FLUC and GFP (Pru Δhpt/GFP/FLUC) to

FIG. 1. Surface antigens SAG2C, SAG2X, and SAG2Y are all expressed in bradyzoites. (A) Recombinant His-tagged SAG2C, -X, and -Y were made in insect cells by using a baculovirus expression vector system, purified using nickel agarose beads, and run in a 10% reducing acrylamide gel. On a nonreduced gel, typical dimer formation was seen, as reported for other SRS antigens. (B) Antibodies raised against peptides (SAG2X and SAG2Y) or against bacterially expressed SAG2C (15) were used to detect rSAG2Y, rSAG2C, and rSAG2X. Because rSAG2C had a small amount of contamination with rSAG2Y, the antibody against the SAG2Y peptide also recognizes a band in the SAG2C lane (but with the molecular weight of SAG2Y). (C) Specific antibodies (see panel B) were used to detect SAG2Y, SAG2C, and SAG2X in lysates from bradyzoites (BZ) or tachyzoites (TZ). A rabbit polyclonal antibody against GRA7 was used as a parasite loading control.
allow for comparison of the knockout and parental strains by BLI. Pru Δhpt/GFP/FLUC parasites were therefore transformed with the homologous recombination construct (Fig. 2) and selected with MPA and xanthine. Clones were screened by BLI, allowing for comparison of the knockout and parental strains by BLI. Pru Δhpt/GFP/FLUC parasites were therefore transformed with the homologous recombination construct (Fig. 2) and selected with MPA and xanthine. Clones were screened by BLI, and two of these clones (Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 and Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 2, derived from independent transformations) were used throughout this study. Also two clones that had the knockout vector inserted, but not into the SAG2CDXY locus, were used as controls (cont1 and cont2). Using a rabbit polyclonal antibody that reacts with SAG2X and SAG2Y an immunofluorescence assay (not shown), we confirmed that the Pru SAG2CDXY parasites expressed no SAG2X or -Y after switching them to bradyzoites (Fig. 3). Successful switching was confirmed by staining with Dolichos agglutinin-fluorescein isothiocyanate, which stains the cyst wall, and with the nuclear stain Hoechst (blue). In fixed, permeabilized, and stained with a polyclonal rabbit antibody against SAG2Y (red), with Dolichos agglutinin-FITC (green) reacting with the cyst wall, and with the nuclear stain Hoechst (blue). In tachyzoites, no staining with the antibody against SAG2Y was seen (not shown).

**The SAG2D promoter is active and confers stage specificity.**

To assess whether the promoter regions of the SAG2CDXY gene cluster were sufficient to confer bradyzoite-specific expression, we studied the ability of the SAG2D promoter to drive expression of FLUC in parasites. The promoter of SAG2D was chosen for these assays since it presumably must lie within the segment delimited by the 3’ end of the 3’ UTR of SAG2C and the start codon of SAG2D (SAG2Dfull) (Fig. 4A). A construct of FLUC driven by the SAG2Dfull promoter was transiently introduced into Prugniaud parasites, and half of the transformed parasites were grown as tachyzoites, while the other half were induced to develop into bradyzoites in tissue culture. Seventy-two hours after the transformation, the cultures were lysed and FLUC activity in both the tachyzoite and bradyzoite samples was measured. To be able to compare the levels of FLUC activity across samples, we included a second reporter gene driven by the constitutive Toxoplasma TUB1 promoter in all of our transformation mixes. This second reporter was RLUC, which requires a different substrate than FLUC, and thus both FLUC and RLUC activity can be measured from the same sample. As shown in Fig. 4B, the relative expression (i.e., the ratio of FLUC activity to RLUC activity) of the SAG2DfullFLUC construct was significantly higher in the bradyzoite sample than in the tachyzoite one. Indeed, the ratio of relative expression in bradyzoites to that in tachyzoites was 6.1 on average. These results indicate that the SAG2C intergenic region is sufficient to drive expression of a reporter gene and confer stage specificity. When the FLUC reporter was driven by the constitutive TUB1 promoter as a control experiment, the relative expression of FLUC was not significantly different in the bradyzoite and tachyzoite samples (Fig. 4B). To further characterize the SAG2D promoter, we used a truncated version of SAG2Dfull that includes only 268 base pairs upstream of the SAG2D start codon (SAG2Dmin) (Fig. 4A). Unlike the situation with the SAG2Dfull construct, the relative expression of SAG2DminFLUC was indistinguishable in tachyzoites and bradyzoites (Fig. 4B). Thus, while this minimal promoter can drive the expression of FLUC in parasites, it is not sufficient to drive the bradyzoite-specific expression that is seen with the larger region.

**The SAG2D promoter is active 9 days after infection in the lungs.**

Very little is known about when and where after infection Toxoplasma tachyzoites begin to differentiate into the bradyzoite stage. To answer these questions, we created stable parasite lines expressing FLUC from the SAG2D promoter so we could monitor stage conversion in vivo by BLI. Both RH (type 1) parasites and Prugniaud parasites were transfected with either a linearized psag2DfullFLUCtub plasmid or psag2DminFLUCtub plasmid, and after selection with MPA
and xanthine, several clones stably expressing the introduced plasmid were obtained. When mice were infected i.p. with either RH-2DminFLUC or Pru-2DminFLUC tachyzoites, a strong light signal could be detected in the peritoneal area by BLI by 5 days postinfection (dpi) (Fig. 5). Mice infected with Pru-2DminFLUC survived infection, and the signal spread from the peritoneal area (~5 to 7 dpi) to the chest (~9 to 12 dpi) and later to the brain (~9 to 19 dpi) (Fig. 5). Mice infected with RH-2DFullFLUC, however, never showed any signal, and these mice died 8 days after infection (Fig. 5). This indicated that the SAG2Dfull promoter has relatively little (if any) activity in tachyzoites in vivo, consistent with the in vitro data (Fig. 4B). For mice infected with Pru-2DFullFLUC, no signal was seen until 9 dpi, when signals were detected in the chest area (probably coming from the lungs) and the brain (Fig. 5). Thus, at least in this i.p. model of infection, Toxoplasma appears to initiate the switch from tachyzoite to bradyzoite at ~9 dpi, predominantly in the lungs and brain.

**Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites form fewer cysts in the brain.** To learn more about the function of the SAG2CDXY cluster, we compared Pru ΔSAG2CDXY with control and wild-type parasites by using BLI. This enabled us to directly compare knockout parasites with heterologous controls and parental parasites in a side-by-side manner. No significant differences were seen in the acute phase of infection between the Pru ΔSAG2CDXY, wild-type, or control parasites (both of the independent knockout clones and both controls were assessed in this way, but only data for Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 and cont1 are shown) (Fig. 6A). All infected mice showed very similar signals until 8 dpi, after which most mice died (between ~9 and 10 dpi), except for two mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 and one mouse infected with cont1 (these are the mice shown in Fig. 6A). Both mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 that survived the acute phase developed a chronic infection with abundant signal in the brain, suggesting that this strain has no defect in reaching this organ.

Because mortality in BALB/c mice was so high after i.p. infection with these strains, it was difficult to determine whether there are differences in cyst levels between the different strains. We therefore infected outbred CD-1 mice, which are more resistant. Groups of five mice were infected with 5,000, 500, and 50 Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1, cont1, and wild-type parasites. In the acute phase, no significant differences were seen in signal intensities, tissue tropism, or dissemination kinetics (Fig. 6C; results are shown only for i.p. infection with 500 parasites of the Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 and wild-type strains). Nine weeks after infection, the groups of mice infected with 5,000 and 50 parasites were sacrificed for counts of cysts in their brains. All mice, except one, infected with the Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 strain had no detectable cysts, while the mice infected with the control or wild-type parasites had many cysts (Fig. 6C; the one mouse showing cysts with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 had 60 cysts in the brain, compared to the mean for infections with the wild type of 236 cysts/brain). The absence of detectable cysts in the brain did not preclude the possibility that cysts were still present in other organs. We therefore immunosuppressed the mice that were infected with 500 parasites by adding dexamethasone to the drinking water 100 days after the initial infection. As previously described (22), this is a very effective method of reactivating parasites. None of the four surviving mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 showed any sign of reactivation, while all nine surviving mice infected with cont1 or the wild type showed reactivation of infection, as shown by BLI. Because only one mouse infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY 1 showed any signal, we determined the number of parasites that caused this (Fig. 6B). This mouse had 14 parasites, while the cont1 and wild-type mice had 1 and 0 parasites, respectively.
demonstrated by luminescent signals coming from various body regions (Fig. 6B).

Two months after infection, cysts were found in the brain in only one of five mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY. To investigate if we could detect this difference even earlier, we infected groups of five mice with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY, control, and wild-type parasites and did cyst counts 1 and 2 months after infection. Although at 1 month there were still significant cyst numbers in the brains of mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY, these numbers were already significantly lower than those for mice infected with wild-type or control parasites (Fig. 6D). Two months after infection, mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites had significantly fewer cysts in the brain than did mice infected with wild-type and control parasites, although the difference was less pronounced than that in the first experiment. No differences were seen in cyst size (not shown). It is believed that cysts are not static but occasionally rupture during a chronic infection. The majority of the released bradyzoites will be eliminated by the immune system, but some will reinvade and form new cysts. To investigate if bradyzoites released from Pru ΔSAG2CDXY cysts were defective in the ability to invade new cells, we put cysts from mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY or wild-type parasites into HFF cultures and counted plaques 1 week later. Both strains were able to form plaques, with no significant differences in efficiency (not shown).

Pru ΔSAG2CDXY cysts are still orally infective. To determine if bradyzoites use SAG2CDXY for invasion of cells in the small intestine, we orally infected mice with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites. Equal numbers of cysts isolated after 1 month from the brains of mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY, control, or wild-type parasites were fed to BALB/c mice, and infection was followed using BLI. At 7 dpi, a signal could be seen in the peritoneal area, after which infection progressed to the lungs, cervical lymph nodes, and brain (Fig. 7). No obvious differences were seen in comparing Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites with wild-type or control parasites, demonstrating that SAG2CDXY proteins do not appear to be essential for invasion of gut epithelial cells (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

One of the Toxoplasma protein families with the most members is the SRS family. Most of the SRS proteins that have been examined are expressed in a stage-specific manner, and many of their cognate genes are located in stage-specific clusters. Besides evidence that some of the tachyzoite-specific SRSs play a role in attachment to the host cell surface, little is
known about their function and why *Toxoplasma* needs so many SRS proteins. Here we studied a cluster of four genes encoding some of the most abundantly expressed bradyzoite-specific SRS proteins, SAG2C, -D, -X, and -Y.

Using specific antibodies, we were able to determine that SAG2X and SAG2Y are surface antigens that are also expressed only in the bradyzoite stage (or, at least, they do not appear to be expressed in tachyzoites, as determined by immunofluorescence assay and Western blotting). This expands the set of SRS proteins that are now known to be stage specific and further reinforces the trend of physical clustering of genes that are similarly regulated during development. By comparing the SAG2Dfull promoter with the SAG2Dmin promoter, it is clear that the bradyzoite-specific expression of the former is likely due to an element(s) that negatively regulates expression in tachyzoites. It is unknown if a protein binds to this putative element(s), if this element(s) is somehow modified, or if its accessibility is regulated (e.g., by histone modifications). Recent studies by others have shown that histone modification is likely to be at least one mechanism by which this sort of regulation is achieved (9, 27). To identify the putative element(s) involved, the antibodies described in this study could be used in a screening strategy, after mutagenesis of *Toxoplasma*, to obtain mutants that do not express SAG2CDXY after stage switching.

Using BLI, we were able to assess in living animals when and
where after infection Toxoplasma switches from the rapidly dividing tachyzoite stage to the encysted bradyzoite stage. From mice infected with these parasites, it is clear that switching occurs as early as ~9 dpi and possibly earlier, because signal can be detected only when sufficient parasites are present. The change from being a tachyzoite to a bradyzoite is likely to be a continuum, as the best evidence of existence of "functional" bradyzoites in tissue is that functional bradyzoites are highly infectious to cats and give rise to oocyst shedding after a short prepatent period (10 days or less), while tachyzoites are less infectious and give rise to oocysts with a long prepatent period (>14 days). Using this assay, it has been demonstrated that mice infected with Toxoplasma contain functional bradyzoites (short prepatent period) in the lungs and brain as early as 7 days after infection (6), which is consistent with our results. The SAG2D promoter is an appropriate promoter to drive a reporter gene because SAG2D has been reported to be one of the earliest genes expressed when parasites start switching from the tachyzoite to the bradyzoite stage (4). However, from the small amount of signal detected at 9 dpi (Fig. 5) and the absence of signal in the chronic stage, it is clear that improved sensitivity of detection and/or the use of an even stronger promoter will be necessary for more refined analyses of differentiation. Even with such improvements, it may be that the low metabolic activity of bradyzoites and the scarcity of cysts in the brain represent major challenges to the detection by BLI of the established, chronic stages of Toxoplasma infection.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that a cluster of four genes has been knocked out, although there was no a priori reason to suppose that such would be any more difficult (ignoring the issue of deleterious phenotypes) than knocking out a single gene of similar overall size as the cluster. In fact, the Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites were easy to obtain, possibly because they have a slight growth advantage compared to control parasites (not shown). It is unknown if this is an advantage in doubling time, invasion, reinvansion, or survivability outside host cells.

As expected, no differences between mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY and wild-type parasites were seen in the acute phase of infection (Fig. 6). However, a significant difference was seen in the numbers of cysts formed 1 and 2 months after infection. Remarkably, in one experiment, most mice had completely cleared all parasites, as demonstrated by the absence of reactivation when these mice were immunosuppressed. The lower cyst numbers in mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY parasites could be due to a defect of these parasites in attachment or (re)invasion of brain cells. However, it cannot be excluded that removal of bradyzoite brain antigens leads to a stronger immune response because bradyzoites could deliver variant T-cell epitopes that antagonize the development of effector T-cell responses against other SRS antigens (altered peptide ligands) (19). This type of immune evasion has been suggested to facilitate the survival of several parasites and viruses (1, 8, 13). However, this hypothesis cannot be tested until we know which peptides are presented to T cells. Similarly, until we know which exact brain cells Toxoplasma bradyzoites invade, we will not be able to test if bradyzoite surface antigens are involved in this process. The surface antigens SAG2CDXY appear not to be involved in facilitating invasion of the small intestine, as no defect was seen after oral feeding of cysts isolated from the brains of mice infected with Pru ΔSAG2CDXY.

Overall, as previously reported for the bradyzoite-specific surface antigen SRS9, belonging to the SAG1 subfamily, the surface antigens SAG2CDXY, belonging to the SAG2 subfamily, are important for persistence of cysts in the brain. Because parasites deficient in either of these proteins seem to have a partial phenotype, it would be interesting to make a parasite strain deficient in both SRS9 and SAG2CDXY. If this strain were unable to invade after switching to the bradyzoite stage, it would make an excellent beginning for a recombinant vaccine.
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